ABSTRACT Due to the advantage of the distributed multisensor detection system which makes sonar detect further and more accurate estimation of the target state, distributed multisensor data fusion algorithms are widely applied to the sonar detection system. However, on the one hand, the most asynchronous algorithms focus on how to convert asynchronous data fusion into synchronous data fusion. On the other hand, sonar detection system suffers from more serious asynchronous data problems (such as more serious random delay and packet loss defaults) than radar and other fields. Therefore, the traditional asynchronous fusion method has some limitations. When the targets are sparse, this paper proposed a novel asynchronous multisonar data integration approach, in which the Gaussian mixture probability hypothesis density (GMPHD) filter is used to filter clutter for local sonar sensor. Then, the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) algorithm is used to model asynchronous data over a period of time. Finally, all local sonar detection data are integrated into a surveillance region image to help to detect the target. Several simulation tests and a sea test are presented in this paper to test this approach performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multitarget detect and track have always been a core and hard topic for both radar and sonar. Traditionally, radar or sonar firstly detects target from measure data and then tracks the target, which are called detect-before-track (DBT). However, these detection algorithms need higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In the 1970s, track-before-detect (TBD) was proposed [1] . The basic idea of TBD is improving the SNR by tracking algorithm the target before detection. Therefore, tracking algorithms has been widely developed.
In multitarget tracking (MTT) approaches, there are many challenges including detection uncertainty, clutter and data uncertainty association [2] . At present, there are three following major solutions: Multiple Hypotheses Tracking (MHT) [3] - [5] , Probabilistic Data Association (PDA) [6] , [7] and
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Random Finite Set (RFS) [8] . In addition, these approaches have been well developed and widely applied in such as sonar [9] , [10] , radar [11] , biology [12] , autonomous vehicle [13] , [14] , automotive recognition [15] , and sensor network [16] , [17] .
Unfortunately, most of the tracking algorithms are based on synchronous data, but we usually deal with asynchronous data in practice. Therefore, the fusion and tracking algorithms based on asynchronous data have been attracting more and more attention. And many scholars have proposed their solutions to some asynchronous data problems.
Pu et al. [18] studied the asynchronous problem caused by the nonlinear transformation of coordinating system, and proposed a novel nonlinear least squares formulation and an efficient block coordinates decent optimization algorithm to solve this asynchronous problems. Moreover, different sampling and transmission rate can cause asynchronous problems. For this part, those methods such as Distributed Cubature Information Filter [19] , Unscented Strong Tracking Filter [20] , Converted Measurement Kalman Filter [21] , Particle Filter [22] , [23] and time-aligned strategy [24] , [25] may be useful. In addition, packet dropouts are also a problem [26] - [28] .
In the application of sonar detection system, in order to achieve the maximum detection surveillance and overcome the influence of complex ocean environment, distributed multisonar joint detection is essential [17] . However, the worse is multisonar detection systems are not only affected by coordinating system conversion, random delay and packet dropouts, but also subject to different detection signal period, the target moving state and acoustic wave velocity. Hence, as a conclusion, the multitarget detection systems based on multisonar data fusion may face more complex asynchronous problems than other fields. Fortunately, in the ocean, targets are still relatively sparse. Therefore fusion algorithm asks a lower requirement for target estimation accuracy when we detect targets.
II. GUIDELINES FOR MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION A. PACKET DROPOUTS
The Fig. 1 shows a simple active sonar detection schematic, detection signal is emitted by a sonar sensor array with sound level SL. Then, detection signal transmits along the channel with transmission loss TL 1 . When the signal reaches the target, the signal will be scattered with TS(target strength). After transmitting along the channel with transmission loss TL 2 , the signal is received by the receiver sonar sensor array under the noise level NL. Therefore, we can generalize this process as (1) , where DI denotes the receiver directivity index and DT is detection threshold.
We could find that many factors determine the detection ability of sonar. Assuming the sound wave travels as a spherical wave, transmission loss TL can be expressed as equation (2) and (3) .
where, f denotes frequency and r equals to distance. The TL will be high with high frequency or far transmission distance. Moreover, the NL is usually high, so to detect the echo signal of the target may be beyond sonar's performance. This not only leads to the short detection distance of single active sonar, but also makes it easy to lose target data. Those are main reason why we choose multisonar detection.
B. RANDOM DELAY
The Fig. 2 shows two common asynchronous situations caused by delay. Fig. 2(a) describes an asynchronous problem caused by different sampling. While in Fig. 2(b At present, the essence of asynchronous fusion algorithms is to register the data at the same time by prediction or registration. Then, the multisonar asynchronous data can be fused by synchronous fusion algorithms. The advantage is that by integrating multiple measurements of the target at the same time, better estimation accuracy of the target state can be obtained. However, the problem of sonar asynchrony is caused by many complex reasons. We couldn't conclude that simply. What's more, if we model with a complex method, we develop a huge project. Fortunately, things will get easier, if we just make fusion for detection not better estimation accuracy. This is because we can project asynchronous data from each sensor over a period of time into the same coordinate region. This method not only reduces the requirement of data synchronization in fusion, but also reflects the target's motion trajectory in the result to help us identify the target. Considering the advantages of distributed multisonar structure in communication, computation and detection [17] , when the targets are sparse in space, a novel multisensor asynchronous data integration approach is proposed in this paper, which integrates multisensor measurement data over a period of time instead of registration. As the Fig. 4 shown, the '' '' and ''•'' respectively represent the target estimation results of the two sensors over a period of time. Although the data of the two sensors are asynchronous, the trajectories of three targets can be clearly distinguished from their estimations.
In this paper, this multisensor asynchronous data integration approach is mainly divided into two parts. In the first part, with reference to the distributed multisensor structure, each sensor measurement needs to be filtered independently by MTT filter. Among many MTT filters, Nearest Neighbor (NN) and joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) filter are difficult to be applied in practice because they usually assume a constant number of targets and are known [29] . MHT and its variation concern the propagation of association hypotheses in time. When the recursive filtering time increases or the clutter density increases, the number of hypotheses increases exponentially [30] , [31] . When the clutter density is high, this approach doesn't tract so satisfactorily. Fortunately, RFS filter perform well in high clutter environments, e.g. the computational complexity of Probability Hypothesis [33] . Where, the M is the number of measurements and N is the number of hypothesized objects. Due to the bulk of clutter in sonar detection, the Gaussian Mixture Probability Hypothesis Density (GMPHD) filter [34] is selected for local sensor in this paper. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a well-known model based on Gaussian probability density function (PDF), which can describe the complex model accurately by finite Gaussian PDFs and solve the problem of multitarget tracking successfully, applying to multitarget tracking [34] - [36] , medical [37] , [38] and detection [39] . Therefore, in the second part, the estimation of each sensor in a period of time is modeled by GMM to calculate the projection of their PDFs on the X-Y plane. The framework of this approach is shown in the Fig. 5 . This paper is organized as follows. Analysis of multisonar asynchronous data fusion problem is described in Section II. In the Section III, GMPHD filter simple theory is present. Section IV introduces the proposed asynchronous integration approach. Section V presents the simulation and sea test. Conclusion is present in the Section VI.
III. GMPHD FILTER ALGORITHM
In a multitarget tracking environment, target states finite sets X k and measurements finite sets Z k are determined as follows:
where M (k) and N (k) are respective number of targets state
For a given multitarget state X k−1 at time k − 1, each x k−1 ∈ X k−1 either continues to exist at time k with probability P S,k−1 (x k−1 ), or dies with probability 1 − P S,k−1 (x k−1 ). Hence, this behavior could be modeled as a random finite set (RFS) S k|k−1 (x k−1 ). At time k, a new target can arise by spontaneous birth or by spawning from an exist target at time k − 1. Also, they could be modeled spontaneous births sets k and spawned target sets B k|k−1 (x k−1 ) as a RFS at time k. Therefore, at time k, a given multitarget state X k consists of three sets of S k|k−1 (ς), B k|k−1 (ς) and k :
Moreover, at time k, each target could be detected by sensor with probability P D,k (x k ). Each target state x k ∈ X k could generate a RFS k (x k ) at time k. In addition, the sensor also could receive some false measurements or clutter at time k. They can be modeled as a RFS K k . Consequently, the random finite measurement set Z k can be described as follows:
Let p k (•|Z 1 : k) denotes the multitarget posterior density, f k|k−1 (•|•) denotes the multitarget transition density, and g k (•|•) denotes the multitarget likelihood. Then, based on optimal multitarget Bayes filter theory, the multitarget posterior can be propagated by the recursion:
where µ s is an appropriate reference measure on F(χ). We assume that each target evolves and generates observations independently of one another, the clutter is independent of target-originated measurements, and the clutter and predicted multitarget RFS follow a Poisson distribution. Let v k (•) denotes the multitarget posterior density intensity, γ k (x) denotes the intensity of the birth RFS k at time k, β k|k−1 (• | ς) denotes the intensity of the RFS B k|k−1 (ς ) spawned at time k by a target with previous state ς , κ k (z) denotes the intensity of clutter RFS K k at time k, then the posterior intensity can be propagated by the PHD recursion: (11) According to GMM theory and GMPHD algorithm, the Equations (12) and (13) could be substituted by Equations (10) and (11):
k|k−1 ) (13) where, ω is the weight of Gaussian distribution, N (•;m, P) denotes a Gaussian density with mean m and covariance P, J is the number of components of the intensity. Therefore, the prediction updating and estimation of the target can be implemented. For the implementation process, please refer to [34] .
IV. A NOVEL MULTISONAR ASYNCHRONOUS DATA INTEGRATION APPROACH A. ASYNCHRONOUS DATA INTEGRATION USING GMM
Although the asynchronous problem in multisonar data fusion holds its complexity, it may be relatively easy when we only focus on target detection in the condition of sparse targets. GMM is a well-known approach in Mixture Model. According to the GMM theory [40] , a GMM is defined as a mixture model composed of Gaussian distributions with mean µ j and covariance matrix j .
where the α j is the mixing coefficient. When the state of target could be presented by Gaussian distribution, the multitarget states can be modeled as the Fig. 6 . We could see that there is no strict time correlation between target states modeled by GMM. When the target state of the two measurements is same enough, the probability density intensity of PDFs will be superimposed on each other. The higher probability density intensity means the position that the target may pass or stand during the two measurements. Therefore, we can use this theory to integration target asynchronous measurements over a period time to detect target. For the nth sensor, letx n m (t n ) denotes the mth estimation at time t n , andˆ n m (t n ) denotes its covariance matrix. Then, all estimations from all sensors during τ time could be integration via (16) and (17) .
where, N is the number of sensors, M n is the number of estimations at time t n , K n is the number of measurement at the nth sensor during τ time and p 0 is a covariance matrix that make sure the asynchronous Gaussian PDFs is connective in the image. In general, p 0 is an empirical value, which is usually related to the speed of the target and spatial sparsity. In general, this paper suggests that two Gaussian PDF projections contact each other through p 0 . When there are too many PDFs in a certain area, the probability density intensity may go high, which will make it difficult to distinguish the target in the area with weak probability density intensity in the image. Hence, it is necessary to normalize and limit the maximum probability density intensity. Suppose the maximum probability density intensity is the maximum of a Gaussian distribution with mean µ max and covariance matrix max , then we could conduct by (18) , (19) and (20) . MA(·) is a function that returns the largest element.
P (x) = P (x) /P max (20) Finally, when we want to estimate the target state, either the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) or the maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm is good choice. However, we also need to make it clear that the estimation results may be biased.
B. ASSUMPTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
GMPHD filter is the key algorithm of this approach, so this approach needs to follow the following assumptions:
A. A.6. The intensities of the birth RFSs can be represented as Gaussian mixture.
In addition, since the target is required to be sparse in space, the method in this paper also needs to comply with the following assumptions: S.1. Different targets have different trajectories. S.2. The projection of PDFs on the x-y plane of objects is distinguishable. Since GMPHD is used as the filter of single sonar, the performance of this algorithm will be limited by GMPHD. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show a Monte Carlo simulation result. In this simulation, we repeated a certain scene (the parameters were the same as [17] ) for 100 times, and used the statistical characteristic of OPSA [41] to evaluate the performance of GMPHD at different detection probability conditions. In the Fig. 9 , the blue 'o' are the estimations of GMPHD filter, the black 'x' are the clutters in one step, the red lines are the 'real' targets. The Fig. 10 shows a result of 100 Monte Carlo runs. We could see that the performance of GMPHD filter decreases obviously with the decrease of detection probability. The main reason is that the low detection probability makes GMPHD filter frequently lose the target and the degradation of filtering performance. Thus, we suggest: S.3. High enough detection probability is necessary.
V. SIMULATION AND SEA TEST
In order to test this multisonar asynchronous data integration approach, there are several simulation tests and one sea test in this section.
A. SIMULATION TEST
In the two dimension region [10000, 10000]×[10000, 10000] m 2 , At time k, each measurement contains location (p x,k , p y,k ) and velocity (v x,k , v y,k ), and is represented by
A total of 30 minutes of measurements of three linear moving targets are simulated. As shown in the Fig. 11 , target 1 travels to the right from point [−5000, 5000] T at 10 knots (1 knot≈ 0.5m/s); target 2 travels up from point [−5000, −5000] T at 6 knots; after 15 minutes, target 3 travels from point [10000, −5000] T to the lower left corner at 15 knots. In this simulation, all targets are assumed to be detected by each sonar. Clutters were considered in per measurement, and we simulated 20 to 50 randomly generated clutters in each measurement. Moreover, there was a noise ([x, y]
T ) in the initial position of the target to reflect the difference of sonar detection.
In this section, many cases were simulated, and some parameters were shown in the table 1. In the Table 1 , I 2 denotes 2×2 identify matrix.
For GMPHD filter, we assumed the probability of target survival P s = 0.99 and merge threshold U = 4. Moreover, the clutter follows uniform distribution, each clutter has an average intensity λ c = 12.5 × 10 −8 . The state transition matrix F and process noise matrix Q are represented as follows:
where, σ v = 5(m) and 0 2 denotes 2x2 zero matrix. 
FIGURE 12.
Simulation results of two case 1 data integration.
In this paper, we did 4 simulations to test this multisonar asynchronous data integration approach. i. We considered the asynchronous problem due to the random delay of multiple sensors at the same detection frequency. Therefore, two sets of simulation measurement data under case 1 were used in this simulation, and the integration result was shown in the Fig. 12. ii. For the different detection frequency asynchronous problem, two sets of data obtained from the simulation under case 1 and case 2 were used in this simulation and the integration result was shown in the Fig. 13 . iii. For asynchronous problems such as packet loss caused by different detection probabilities, we integrated the simulation data of case 1 data and case 3, and the result was shown in the Fig. 14. iv. As the different measurement noise might also cause asynchronous problem, simulation data of case 1 and case 4 were integrated to test this algorithm, and the result was shown in the Fig. 15 .
Although it is complicated and difficult to detect target using an algorithm to fuse asynchronous sonar data, it is relatively easier, if we distinguish a target by the projection of asynchronous data in the space over a period of time. From the Figure 12 to 15, we could see that this approach can fuse the asynchronous data of different sonar regardless of Moreover, when the two data samples are close, the fusion results will be brighter. Although the estimated trajectory may be biased, when the target space is sparse, we can easily identify the state of the target. Besides, this approach has the advantages of small computation, simple structure and easy engineering implementation.
B. SEA TEST
In order to further test the effectiveness of this method in practical application, a set of South China Sea test data was used in this section. As shown in the Fig. 16 , two boats that sent detection signal and received detection signal (random starting time), and one unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) were moving in the surveillance region. Boat 1 (violet) was moving at a heading angle of about 30 degrees, and boat 2 (red) was moving at a heading angle of about 130 degrees. The speed of the two boats is about 4.5 to 5 knots. The UUV (green) carrying responder traveled up through about the point [1000, 0] T in speed of 3 knots. In the sea test, boat 1 only received the data of detection signal sent by boat 2, and boat 2 only received the data of detection signal sent by ship 1. And the detection signal period sent by boat 1 is about 20 seconds and the detection signal period sent by boat 2 is about 16 seconds.
In this sea test, the signals received by the two ships have serious random delay, which makes it difficult to register them in a synchronous state. Due to the different channel between the two ships and the target, and the environmental noise is also different, the measurement error and detection probability are thereby different. In addition, the non-linear and non-Gaussian detection background makes the asynchronous data problem more complex and serious.
All received detection data were preprocessed and shown in the Fig. 17 . In the Fig. 17 , the blue ''o'' denotes the received data by ship 1, and the red ''o'' denotes the received data by ship 2. We could see that because the differences of the ocean environment and channel, clutters and location accuracy in the measured data are also different. The result is shown in the Fig. 18 , although we could see that there are two suspected targets, one target trajectory is similar to the ship 1, while the track of the other is the same as that of UUV. Therefore, the following conclusions can be drawn. The effectiveness of this approach has been basically verified by sea test. When the target space is sparse, this method can easily fuse the asynchronous data of the two sensors and identify the target by image detection. The area with high probability density intensity (brighter) in the Fig. 16 is the area where the target is most likely to pass through. At the same time, we can also note that the larger measurement error may affect the results. VOLUME 7, 2019 
VI. CONCLUSION
Although the asynchronous problem in multisonar data fusion is complex, it may be relatively easy when we only focus on target detection in the condition of sparse targets. In this paper, we referred to the distributed multisensor fusion framework. Firstly, we used GMPHD filter to filter the measured data of local sensors. Secondly, GMM was used to model and integrate the asynchronous estimation of each sensor in a period of time. The probability density of asynchronous data of each sensor over a period of time is projected into the same coordinate region, which not only reduces the requirement of data synchronization in fusion, but also reflects the target's motion trajectory in the result to help us identify the target. From the several simulations and one sea test, we could see that this approach can fuse the asynchronous data of different sonar regardless of the asynchronous situation. The bright lines show the possibility of the target's trajectory. Although the estimated trajectory may be biased, when the target space is sparse, we can easily identify the state of the target. Besides, this approach has the advantages of small computation, simple structure and easy engineering implementation. In the future, more powerful tracking filters and asynchronous fusion algorithms based on track management may provide new ways to solve the problem of asynchronous fusion.
